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the difference between the two methods is that one is an intermediate step and the other is a direct
connection. in the intermediate method, the bom is passed to the nesting software, and then the
nesting software creates the flat file. if you want to have an intermediate step, you can build one
using an api or any other type of generic interface. for instance, we used an api to pass the bom

information to the nesting software, so the nesting software never had to access the erp directly. this
would be useful if you have an integration to your erp system that is not the nesting software

vendor's off-the-shelf integration. in the direct method, we would pass the bom directly from the erp
system to the nesting software. this would eliminate the intermediate step and would be much faster
to implement, but it would also mean that you would need to build a generic bom interface into your

erp system. the cost of ownership of an erp system can range anywhere from $15,000 - $300,000
depending on the user's tolerance for additional support costs (read: consultants), their tolerance for
additional implementation costs, and their tolerance for additional software maintenance costs. the
good news is that integration with other erp systems is relatively easy, with some vendors having a
single point of integration, some vendors having multiple points of integration, and some vendors

having no integration at all. achieving a single point of integration between cad/cam nesting
software and erp is relatively easy to do. implementing multiple points of integration between
cad/cam nesting software and erp is relatively easy to do. implementing no integration at all is

relatively easy to do. if you are looking for a vendor that can integrate your nesting software to erp,
then look no further than kiwoo, inc.
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once you have a profile that is drawn and ready to be cut, you
can use the laser welding program. the laser welding program
will usually have a software simulation mode. in this mode, the

robot can be moved and the positioner can be used to place
the part on the robot. the laser welding program will also have
a software drawing mode. in this mode, you can draw the part
to be cut in the same way that you would draw a profile. the

nesting software from trutops enables you to detect reference
values for each processing step, even on the to-be-processed

component. if reference values are available, you can compare
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them with the actual process results and make adjustments to
optimize your processes. if you have the nesting software from
trutops integrated into your erp system, you can calculate the
order processing time and costs in your erp system according
to the nesting software output. the calculation is based on the

data saved by the nesting software, plus the actual
manufacturing time and costs for the component. you can also

use the nesting software to calculate the inventory
management results of your erp system. manufacturing

companies that do in-house metal fabrication are all too aware
of how many cad/cam nesting software solutions out there in

the market today. cad/cam nesting software is a highly
competitive, niche industry where the product must possess a

strong combination of cad system integration, user-
friendliness, powerful automatic nesting, efficient & safe tool-

path functions, robust machine post-processors,
batch/automation, and be capable of erp integration.
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